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Abstract: By using a general circulation model, we examine behavior of the

migrating semidiurnal tide for solar cycle moderate and geomagnetically quiet condi-

tions. We investigate day-to-day variabilities of the migrating semidiurnal tide in the

mesosphere and thermosphere and their relation with the migrating semidiurnal tide

generated in the lower atmosphere. The results show that day-to-day variations of the

migrating semidiurnal tide are evident from the tropopause to the thermosphere.

Fluctuations of the migrating semidiurnal amplitude with periods of +*�+, and ,/ days

are found at altitudes from ,* to ,/* km, indicating dynamical coupling between the

mesosphere and thermosphere and the lower atmosphere.
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+. Introduction

The semidiurnal tide is one of the dominant components of the atmospheric motion

in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere region (MLT). Observational and numer-

ical studies have revealed that the amplitude of the semidiurnal tide has variability with

a range from a few days to a decate (e.g., solar cycle variability). For example, at

middle and high latitudes, the semidiurnal amplitude in the MLT has seasonal variation,

and a distinct peak of the amplitude appears in September. The semidiurnal amplitude

at middle and high latitudes in the MLT is larger in winter than in summer. Further-

more, vertical wavelength of the semidiurnal tide is smaller in winter than in summer,

indicating that higher mode such as (,,/) mode or (,,0) mode is dominant in winter.

(e.g., Manson et al., +323; Tsuda et al., +322). Variations of the semidiurnal amplitude

with intraseasonal time scale (+*�0* days) are also observed by many radars (e.g.

Pancheva et al., ,**-). In this study, we focus our attention on day-to-day variations

of the semidiurnal tide in the MLT.

Several mechanisms are considered to account for the variability of the semidiurnal

tide in the MLT. Plausible sources of the variability of the semidiurnal tide are

summarized as: (+) variations of forcing in the troposphere and stratosphere, (,) e#ects
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of non-migrating tide, (-) e#ects of nonlinear interaction between the semidiurnal tide

and other waves (such as planetary wave and gravity wave), (.) e#ects of changes in

background wind and temperature in the stratosphere and mesosphere, and (/) changes

in solar flux and/or geomagnetic activity.

Miyahara and Miyoshi (+331) showed that the amplitude of the non-migrating

semidiurnal tide is non-negligible in the MLT (mechanism ,). Pancheva et al. (,**,)

investigated the nonlinear interaction between the +0-day wave and the migrating

semidiurnal tide (mechanism -). Pancheva et al. (,**-) indicated a positive correla-

tion between the solar activity and the variability of the semidiurnal amplitude and the

total ozone (mechanism /). Lindzen and Hong (+31.), Aso et al. (+32+) and Riggin

et al. (,**-) showed that changes in the background wind and temperature in the

mesosphere influenced the semidiurnal amplitude (mechanism .).

With regard to mechanism +, Hagan (+330) showed that latent heat release associated

with cloudiness or rainfall in the troposphere was a plausible source of the variability of

the migrating semidiurnal tide in MLT. However, in Hagan’s model, an annual mean

distribution of latent heat release is used to investigate forcing of the semidiurnal tide.

E#ects of day-to-day variations of the general circulation in the troposphere on the

semidiurnal tide amplitude in the upper atmosphere are not well known. Furthermore,

observations of day-to-day variations of the semidiurnal tide are restricted in the MLT

region, and day-to-day variations of the semidiurnal tide in the lower atmosphere

(troposphere and stratosphere) and the upper thermosphere are not well known. Thus,

mechanisms for day-to-day variations of the semidiurnal tide in the MLT are not clear.

In this study, we investigate day-to-day variations of the migrating semidiurnal tide

in the mesosphere and thermosphere and their relation with the migrating semidiurnal

tide generated in the lower atmosphere, by using a GCM which contains whole atmo-

spheric regions; viz., the troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere and thermosphere. The

descriptions of the GCM used in this study and numerical simulation are presented in

Section ,. Results and discussion are presented in Section -. Summary follows in

Section ..

,. Descriptions of the GCM and numerical simulation

The GCM used in this study is a global spectral model (T,+) with 1/ vertical levels,

and contains the region from the ground surface to the exobase (about /** km height).

The GCM solves the full nonlinear primitive equations for eastward momentum,

northward momentum, thermodynamics, continuity and hydrostatics. The detailed

descriptions of the GCM are found in Miyoshi and Fujiwara (,**-), so that the

description of the GCM is briefly mentioned here.

In the troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere, the GCM has a full set of the

physical processes, such as radiation, a boundary layer, hydrology, moist and dry

convection and eddy di#usion. E#ects of the topography of the surface are also taken

into account. The distributions of water vapor and cloud are predicted in the GCM.

The monthly mean distribution of O- is adopted. Below 3/ km height, e#ects of

unsolved orographic and non-orographic gravity wave drags are parameterized by

McFarlane (+321) and Lindzen (+32+), respectively.
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In the thermosphere, the GCM includes schemes for the infrared radiation,

absorption of solar extreme ultraviolet and ultraviolet radiations, the ion drag force, the

Joule heating, the auroral particle precipitation and the molecular di#usions of momen-

tum and heat. The neutral composition in the thermosphere is obtained from the

empirical model of MSIE3* (Hedin, +33+), and specified as a function of latitude and

pressure. The global electron density distribution produced mainly by solar radiation

is represented by the Chiu’s empirical model (Chiu, +31/). In addition to electrons

obtained by the Chiu’s model, electrons produced by auroral particles are taken into

account as described by Fuller-Rowell and Evans (+321) and Roble and Ridley (+321).

The time integration is conducted for solar cycle moderate (F+*.1 cm solar flux�
+-/) and geomagnetically quiet (Ap�.) conditions. The integrated data are sampled

hourly for one year after the equilibrium state is realized. By using a space-time

Fourier analysis (e.g., Hayashi, +31+), amplitudes of the westward propagating semidi-

urnal component with zonal wavenumber ,, i.e., the migrating semidiurnal tide are

extracted. Because solar flux, the geomagnetic activity and ionospheric parameters are

fixed during the numerical simulation, e#ects of day-to-day variations of solar flux and

the geomagnetic activity on the migrating semidiurnal tide are excluded.

-. Results and discussion

Figures +a�+b show the latitude-height cross section of the monthly mean amplitude

of the migrating semidiurnal tide in March. The amplitude of the zonal and meridional

components is +*�+/ m/s at 2* km height, and the amplitude between 3*�+,* km

increases rapidly with height. The maximum amplitude at middle latitudes and at low

latitudes is located at +,* and at +.* km height, respectively. The maximum value in

the lower thermosphere is about 0* m/s. The latitudinal structure of the semidiurnal

amplitude is symmetric with respect to the equator.

Figures ,a�,b show the monthly mean amplitude of the migrating semidiurnal tide

in January. The large amplitude is found at high latitudes of the winter hemisphere.

The amplitude between 2*�+.* km is larger in winter than in summer. At low latitudes

above +,* km height, the amplitude in January is quite similar to that in March. Figure

- shows the time-height cross section of deviation of the zonal wind from diurnal mean

zonal wind at *�E and /2�N in January. This latitude is chosen since the migrating

semidiurnal amplitude in the MLT has a maximum around 0*� latitude. As might be

expected, the zonal wind has a pronounced semidiurnal variation between 2* and +.* km

heights, while the in-situ diurnal tide becomes dominant above +/* km height. Below

++* km height, amplitude of a semidiurnal wind variation increases with increasing

height, and approaches 2* m/s at ++* km. The phase lines descend with time, and show

a vertical wavelength of about .*�./ km. These are characteristic of the upward

propagating migrating semidiurnal tide. These features of the semidiurnal tide ob-

tained by the GCM are consistent with the observations (e.g., Manson et al., +323).

Hence, the GCM is quite useful for studying the semidiurnal tide.

We investigate temporal variability of the migrating semidiurnal tide amplitude at

various heights. Figures .a�.f show time series of the amplitude of the migrating

semidiurnal zonal wind component at /2�N at the altitudes of (a) ,* km, (b) /* km, (c)
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Fig. +a. Latitude-height plot of the monthly mean

amplitude of the migrating semidiurnal

zonal wind component in March. Contour

interval is +* m/s.

Fig. +b. As in Fig. +a but for the meridional wind

component.

Fig. ,a. Latitude-height plot of the monthly mean

amplitude of the migrating semidiurnal zonal

wind component in January. Contour inter-

val is +* m/s.

Fig. ,b. As in Fig. ,a but for the meridional wind

component.
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Fig. -. Local time-height plot of deviation of the zonal wind from diurnal mean zonal wind at *�E
longitude and /2�N latitude. Contour interval is ,* m/s. Positive and negative values

indicate eastward and westward winds, respectively.

Fig. .. Time series of amplitudes of the migrating semidiurnal zonal wind component at /2�N in

January. Each panel shows the time series at the altitudes of (a) ,* km, (b) /* km, (c)

3* km, (d) ++* km, (e) +1* km and (f) ,/* km with unit of m/s.
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3* km, (d) ++* km, (e) +1* km, (f) ,/* km, respectively. The amplitude of the migrat-

ing semidiurnal tide is small at ,* and /* km hights, however, day-to-day variations of

the amplitude are clearly seen. The amplitude at 3* and ++* km heights indicates

marked day-to-day variations. For example, the amplitude at ++* km height in winter

ranges from /* to 3* m/s, while the amplitude at 3* km height in winter ranges from +*
to ,. m/s. The migrating semidiurnal tide amplitude in the upper thermosphere also

shows day-to-day variation. Although solar flux, the geomagnetic activity and ionospheric

parameters are fixed during the numerical simulation, day-to-day variations of the

migrating semidiurnal tide amplitude are evident in the thermosphere, indicating dy-

namical coupling between the thermosphere and the lower atmosphere. At middle and

high latitudes, the amplitudes of the migrating semidiurnal meridional wind and

temperature components also have similar day-to-day variations (not shown).

In order to investigate dominant periods of day-to-day variations of the migrating

semidiurnal tide amplitude, a spectral analysis is performed. Figures /a�/c show power

spectra of the migrating semidiurnal zonal wind component for ,*, /*, and 3* km

heights at /2�N. Spectral peaks centered at +*�+, and ,/ days are evident at all height

ranges. Other peaks centered at +/ and -+�-, days appear at /* and 3* km heights.

At ,* km height, spectral peaks at +0�+1 and ,* days are also found. It is noteworthy

that the similar periodicities of +*�+, and ,/ days are found in the height range from ,*
to 3* km heights. Spectral peaks at +*�+, and ,/ days are also found in the upper

thermosphere.

The migrating semidiurnal tide is generated in the troposphere and stratosphere,

and propagates toward the MLT. The fact that fluctuations of the migrating semidiur-

nal amplitude with periods of +*�+, and ,/ days are found at altitudes from ,* to ,/*

Fig. /. Power spectra of the migrating semidiurnal

zonal wind amplitude at /2�N at altitudes

of (a) ,* km, (b) /* km, (c) 3* km. Units

are m,/s,�day.
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km indicates that the semidiurnal amplitude in the mesosphere and thermosphere is

influenced by the semidiurnal migrating tide generated in the lower atmosphere. Next,

e#ects of variations of the general circulation in the stratosphere on the tidal variability

in the MLT are examined. Figure 0 shows time series of the zonal mean zonal wind at

/2�N in the stratosphere. In winter and spring, day-to-day variations of planetary

wave activity of the stratosphere are very large and a#ect the zonal mean wind. The

zonal mean zonal wind in the stratosphere fluctuates with periods of +*�-* days. In the

summer stratosphere, upward propagation of the stationary planetary wave from the

troposphere is prohibited due to the easterly wind, and planetary wave activity is

negligibly small. Day-to-day variations of the zonal mean zonal wind also disappear in

the summer stratosphere. However, day-today variations of the migrating semidiurnal

tide amplitude in the stratosphere and MLT are clearly seen not only in winter but also

in summer. These results indicate that day-to-day variations of the semidiurnal migrat-

ing tide amplitude in summer are generated in the troposphere.

Day-to-day variations of the migrating semidiurnal tide amplitude are evident from

the lower stratosphere to the upper thermosphere. The distributions of water vapor

and cloud in the troposphere have day-to-day variations, and these variations influence

forcing of the semidiurnal tide due to the absorption of the solar radiation in the

troposphere. In addition, Hagan (+330) suggested that latent heat release associated

with cloudiness and rainfall was another source for the migrating semidiurnal tide.

Thus, variability of water vapor and cloud a#ects excitation of the migrating semidiur-

nal tide in the troposphere. These results suggest that day-to-day variations of the

general circulation in the troposphere influence the migrating semidiurnal amplitude in

the mesosphere and thermosphere.

Fig. 0. Time series of the zonal mean zonal wind at /2�N. Solid and broken lines show the zonal

wind at /* km height and -* km height, respectively. Units are m/s.
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.. Summary

By using the GCM which contains the region from the ground surface to the

exobase, day-to-day variations of the migrating semidiurnal tide amplitude are investigated.

Although solar flux, the geomagnetic activity and ionospheric parameters are fixed

during the numerical simulation, day-to-day variations of the migrating semidiurnal tide

amplitude are evident from the tropopause to the upper thermosphere. The fact that

fluctuations of the migrating semidiurnal amplitude with periods of +*�+, and ,/ days

are found at altitudes from ,* to ,/* km suggests that the migrating semidiurnal

amplitude in the mesosphere and thermosphere is influenced by the semidiurnal migrat-

ing tide generated in the lower atmosphere.

In this study, we investigated the semidiurnal tide under the conditions of the

constant solar EUV and UV fluxes and the geomagnetic activity. We will evaluate the

variability of the semidiurnal tide in the presence of day-to-day variations of the EUV,

UV fluxes, geomagnetic activity and ionospheric parameters in the next step.
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